
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Radomsko guide for investor   



City Radomsko 
 

 
The main advantage of Radomsko is location on 
important routes and its constantly developing 
technical infrastructure. However, the greatest asset of 
the city is its inhabitants, who are enterprising, active 
and open to any business initiatives. Every year, local 
promotion and trading events that facilitate the 
presentation of companies and the recruitment of new 
customers are organized in Radomsko. Numerous 
institutions, insurance companies and banks create an 
environment easy to do business in. The local 
authorities activities are mainly aimed at activating the 
city's business, improving the natural environment, 
adjusting the road system to current needs and 
improving security on the roads.   
 
 
 
 
The presence of Poland in the European Union makes 
possible new contacts with foreign partners and first of 
all recruiting structural funds for planned investments. 
As there are many tasks in the city, their execution will 
require external support. Activities aimed at acquiring 
a strategic investor for investments areas and creation 
of new jobs constitute top priorities of local authorities.  
The investment area, located by the DK-1 route, is in 
the Łódź Special Economic Zone. The conditions 
offered by the Zone and the discount options drew 
interest from important investors (Peugeot, Hyundai). 
Radomsko foreign partners (twin cities) include a 
Hungarian town Makó, German County - Offenbach 
and Ukrainian City of Voznesensk. Mutual cooperation 
covers, inter alia, the area of education, however, 
increasingly frequent are contacts between 
entrepreneurs, representatives of police, fire brigades, 
and other organizations and associations. Radomsko 
outside the supporting climate for new investors and 
with good communications infrastructure, offers the 
exceptional possibility of introducing the city to the rich 
historical tradition. Walking on Radomsko streets it 
isn't impossible to pass by old, historic tenements, 
baroque buildings and not to feel the spirit of 
enterprise of inhabitants. We invite you for the walk in 
Radomsko. 

 
 



City and district Radomsko 
 
 
This guide is dedicated for new investors to help them find not only cooperators but services as well.  
District and City Radomsko are inhabited for over 120 000 citizens. There is also many companies, 
mainly small and medium size. We wish you give short look at companies in hope that some information 
may appear useful. 
 
Production companies 
 
 

Radomsko has well developed Medium and Small Enterprises 
(SME’s) sector which is now one of the most valuable fundaments of 
economy in the town. FAMEG Ltd based in Radomsko, Poland is a 
company with over 125 years tradition in manufacturing high quality 
bentwood furniture, with a worldwide reputation. The roots of the 
company are associated with Michael Thonet, a brilliant Viennese 
furniture manufacturer, who invented a unique wood bending 
process, which was named after him. The furniture designed by 
FAMEG is made of noble beechwood, which most faithfully 
preserves the refined shape given to it. FAMEG not only follows 
tradition, but also takes advantage of modern fashion and design, 
which creates a new image for the company and ensures that it 
follows the latest market trends. 

 

Another well developed branch is building industry. There are about 
300 companies of this sector in the local market. Also the metal 
industry is still developing concurrently one hundred SMEs at this 
sector there is METALURGIA COMPANY  which  operates in the 
city is one of the biggest wire and wire products manufacturers in 
Europe. Furthermore companies at heavy  branch in Radomsko are 
trying to consolidate and stay more competitive. In 2006 they 
created Metal and Building Cluster as a network of cooperation 
between 22 companies.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

BALL PACKAGING EUROPE  is one of the leading beverage can 
producers in Europe. A wholly-owned subsidiary of  Ball 
Corporation, an international producer of high quality packaging, 
Ball Packaging Europe reported turnover of  EUR 1.3 billion in 
2008 with 2,900 employees. With an annual capacity of some 16 
billion units and a market share of around 30 %, Ball Packaging 
Europe is the number 2 in the European beverage can market. 

 

 
 
  
 
LEITZ RADOMSKO  is well known circular saw, knifes and drill 
bits. It is one of globally leading manufactures of precision tools 
for professional wood and plastics processing. The Leitz Group 
currently employ 3700 people who in 2007 generate sales of 
about 260 million euros. Leitz has been existed in Radomsko City 
since 1997 and in 2008 the new plant was opened in economic 
zone.   
 
 
 
 

 
The JYSK  name covers a large group with JYSK stores in 32 
countries. The JYSK Group, owned by Lars Larsen, today consists 
of approximately 1.500 stores, primarily located in Europe. JYSK 
is a leader on the European market in all articles for the bedroom, 
the bathroom, the livingroom, the window and the patio. In 
Radomsko on 30 hactars plot, Jysk build storehouse nearly 500 
meters long and new storehouses are been built at now. The new 
storehouse will be full automatic and 35 meters high.   
 

 
 
 

In 2006 the INDESIT COMPANY choose Radomsko as the 
localization of the new washing and dishwashing machines plant. 
At the 38hectars plot the plant and storehouse were built. Today 
products from Radomsko are well known all over the Europe. 
Nearly 650 people are employed in new factory. Not only volume of 
produced products but the employment still is increasing. The 
Indesit Company is the biggest company in the Radomsko 
industrial zone.  
 
 

 
 

 
The first investor in Radomsko industrial zone was BORA 
POLAND2007, at 2,5hectars plot the new plant was created. 
Bora`s production of pressed of the metal sheet, used in the 
automotive industry elements and home appliances is very 
important supplier for the Indesit Company plant located adjacent. 
This is the example for cooperation and sustainable industrial zone 
development.  



 
PRESS-GLAS  is the Polish company that decided on the 
development through construction the new factory in Radomsko. It 
is the fourth Press-Glas plant in Poland and it will be the biggest 
glass factory in Poland. Press-Glas company by focusing on 
modern technological solutions within a short period of time 
became the most modern producer double glazing glass in Poland 
and one of the most modern in Europe. The company products are 
used in windows and constructions. 
 
 

 
 
 

AQUILA RADOMSKO Ltd  is a modern factory of corrugated 
bard in Radomsko, where the production started in June 2009 
year. It is also factory belongs to the VPK Packaging Group 
specializing exclusively in the production and sale of 
corrugated board in sheets.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

PPUB Janson  the Polish company established in 1993 is still 
increasing the assortment and the size of the production. Today 
the company product steel and concrete structures for building 
purposes like for example bridges, energetic and construction. 
Janson products are well known not only in Poland but in Europe. 
Today the Janson company employment is over 400 people. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
BARDA COMPANY  is the producer of sandwich panels for 
construction, packaging, steel profiles, foamed polystyrene panels 
and agriculture. The Barda is the family company, still enlarging 
production and volume assortment. However the local market 
known the Barda Company very well, the company looking on EU 
and Ukrainian markets too.  
 
 

 
 

HSV POLAND Ltd was established in 1999. Since very beginning 
company is leading on field of designing and producing  
polystyrene packagings, polystytene fittings and isothermic 
packagings. Company is using the most modern solutions and 
technologies of processing foamed polystyrene as well as basing 
on experiance and capital of the Dutch HSV – Ede. At 4,8hectars 
plot, situated in industrial zone, a factory of packagings and 
polystyrene isolations will be made. At first company will employ 
60 persons.  
 

 



 
The Company KONSTALEX Ltd  began its business operation in 
1993. The Company has been present on the market for several 
years and extended its activity all over the country and also gained 
good reputation on European and world markets. The company 
specializes in production of heavy steel structures for power 
generation industry and bridge constructions 
 
 
 

 
 

Factory of cheese, milk, butter and other milk products was 
established in Radomsko in 1935. Today it is modern company 
which products are known on Polish market. Because of very good 
quality and low prices the company has no problems with sales 
their products. The company based on local suppliers. It is the 
best guarantee high quality milk the base for their production.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

SDobosz  company consist of two main sections: construction 
section and production section. The production section is focused 
on parts for automotive industry like for example: semisxles, 
wheel hubs, flanges, brackets, axles, rings etc. The construction 
section offered civil engineering, electric installations, construction 
works. SDobosz company cooperate with many companies from 
all over the world especially with Italian Carraro.   
 
 
 

 
 

MET-PRIM Ltd is the local company founded in 2000. The 
company mainly make up wires and fencing systems. In 2004 the 
MET-PRIM Company Ltd was awarded the Business Gazelle No 
1 prize in Lodz Province. It is important to mention that company 
started third section to provide domestic market with metallurgical 
products.  
 
 
 

 
 
WTÓRMEX (Multi Trade Enterprise) has been present on the 
market since 1991. Nowadays, the Cast Iron Foundry department 
of the company is undergoing a series of modernizations 
processes, which are aimed at adapting it to the requirements of 
the EU market. Mechanical Working Division can cooperate with 
any company in the scope of machining and assembly. The 
company is also doing pipe fitting, scrap and metal turnover, 
liquid turnover and all kind of works for engineering and 
Automotive industry.  
 
 

 



 
MEBLE KRYSIAK  is existing since 1990 company producing 
furniture. Company has a lot of achievements. The considerable 
contribution in domestic market is a result of the investment into 
modern technologies. His is a reason  why produced by 
KRYSIAK furniture are excellent qualitatively as well as they are 
characterized by original design.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Idea of founding TADOS FIREK Ltd gave birth in 1990. At first 
renovation-building company, quickly accommodated itself to the 
needs of the market and at present, TADOS FIREK is a producer 
well known on the domestic market of the aluminium woodwork. 
In the  production hall (6500sqm) are manufactured high quality 
windows, skylights, front door, window blinds and garage gates.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Established in 1994, MEBIN continues family traditions of 
furniture manufacturing. Company is producing wall units, chests, 
display cabins and supplement furniture. MEBIN specializes in 
the production of solid wood furniture with natural veneer finish. 
In halls are working few hundred specialized people, which with 
help of modern equipment create period furniture being 
characterized by an unusually precision.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

HADLEY POLSKA Ltd is a first company in Poland which 
released on the market steel profiles produced on the English, 
patented UltraSTEEL technology. Thanks to the carefully 
planned investments, company has a permanent access to 
technologically advanced sources associated with design and 
the production technology of cold formatted sections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Services providing companies 
 
 

 
INKOMET was founded in 1990 as a family owned company. At 
the beginning the company was mainly focused on the 
machining and manufacturing the machine elements. Over the 
time the scope of activities was extended to manufacturing of 
steel construction and assembling of industrial projects. New 
production hall will be completed this year for production of more 
complex steel constructions. It will be equipped in modern 
machinery and production devices, which considerably 
increases quality our products. The most important device for 
laser cutting will be the Mazak 3D Fabri Gear. It allows a three-
dimensional machining of pipes and different shape profiles 
(max. 12 m). 

 
 

PRINTING HOUSE KAMIŃSKICH exists  already from 1985. 
For all these years the printing house acquired great experience 
and considerably developed machines. The company is also a 
publishing company what is facilitating the cooperation at the 
book publishing. In 2005  the printing house became the holder 
of the ISO 9001 certificate.  The company offers folders, posters 
of the leaflet, visiting cards of the invitation occasional, stamps, 
cardboard packagings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KORNER functions on the market from 1992. 
During this time we managed to work out solid and dependable 
place in the furniture industry. Korner modern dynamically 
developing company providing complex services in the furniture 
industry – both for the professional manufacturers and for 
individual customers. The Company provides wide scale of the 
highest quality services including: formatting furniture plates, 
edge of furniture plates sticking and logistic services throughout 
the country. Korner is employing over 140 people in 8 divisions.  
 
 
 

 
 RAD-BUD  was founded in 1986. From the beginning of its 
activity the enterprise focussed on the realization of rainy and 
sanitary sewage systems and water supply system. Nowadays 
company much extended the range of services  and making 
also road work, footpathes and others  hardening building sites, 
and other general  building works. Enterprise has an 
established position on the local market. Good relations with 
self-government and district authorities are bringing mutual 
advantages and good cooperation in many fields.  
 
 

 



WIKTOR is a building-service enterprise established in 1989. 
Building-assembly services are provided on the wide scale  and 
are basis of companies work. Services are performer for 
investors from Lodz provinces, Silesia and others.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 JUST specializes in sales of furniture plates and other 
accessories for furniture production. A wide assortment of 
materials for the manufacture of furniture causes, that the 
company has the great recognition among Customers from this 
industry in the entire country. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
KOBUD exists over 18 years and 12 year experience in 
production of building carpentry consolidated its position among 
leading producers in our region. Products in combination with 
applying newest and checked technical solutions are enjoying 
regarding and trusting among buyers and domestic users. 
 
 
 
 
 
PROBUD from the very beginning till now is providing services 
for transport and building industry. Experience and high 
qualifications of employees, right machines and cars and 
technical back  is helping to hold worked out by years renown of 
the enterprise. Company is realiseing inwestitions like outernets, 
earth work, road work, services with construction equipment  etc.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Company Ted directed the scope of activity for the construction 
and development activity. Ted is also a mine of aggregates with  
12 ha area. Perfect quality of the deposit of aggregates at 
present is being exploited at construction of large buildings in 
developing industrial zone in Radomsko. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
SDobosz  company consist of two main sections: construction 
section and production section. The construction section is 
focused on services like making turn key building, renovation and 
adaptation, windows and dors manufacture, steel construction 
assembly, earthwork and reinforced concrete work, commercial 
and industrial buildings and machinery service.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The investor may obtain 200 000 Euro estate tax incentive which can exploit in the three years period of time. 
Please ask us about this topic during your visit or phone, mail at the address at the last page.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact us: 
 

Radomsko City Hall 
95-500 Radomsko 
 Tysiaclecia 5 street 

 
phones: +48 508 361 583,+48 44 6854510  
fax: +48 44 6854513 
e-mail: jwojdelko@radomsko.pl 

 
www.radomsko.pl 


